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 A primary school for children who learn differently 
(aged 6 to 15)

 Children’s profiles:

 Dyslexia

 Dyspraxia

 ADHD

 NLD

 SLI

 Asperger Syndrome

 Disorder of social relationships

 Pragmatic language difficulties

 Developmental Unit (slow learners)



Profile of Staff
 Specialist teachers for literacy and numeracy

 Classroom teachers

 Assistant teachers

 Multidisciplinary team
 Occupational therapists

 Physiotherapists

 Psychologists

 Speech therapists

 Learning support therapists

 Social cognition team
 Social worker

 Social coach



A Cog Ed School
 Founding of  Pro Ed House School (1998) coincided 

with the founding of IACESA.  

 A primary goal is cognitive growth to:

 Develop systematic thinking

 Develop processes of thought that can be applied to the 
solution of personal, social and moral problems

 Develop skills such as planning, organisation, self-
regulation, self-motivation, flexibility

 Develop reflection and metacognitive skills

 Learn how to learn



How do we do it?

Bright Start

Grades 1 & 2
Cognet

Grades 2 - 7
I.E.

mostly used 
by the 

therapists 
in the 

course of 
individual 

therapy



Mediated Learning Experience (MLE)
 In line with evidence from research (e.g. Tsuriel 1994) and 

in our own experience we consider MLE to be the most 
important aspect of our training.

 A concept developed by Reuven Feuerstein where an adult, 
parent or teacher  enhances the child’s learning experience 
by consciously interposing himself/herself between the 
child and the experience.

 An episode of MLE is defined by important criteria 
practiced by the mediator.
 Intent

 Meaning

 Reciprocity

 Transfer 



Cognitive Behaviour Management 
Sequence
 Interrupt disruptive behaviour quickly

 Tell child that behaviour is a problem

 Ask child to define problem

 Ask for alternative solutions and what might be more 
appropriate behaviour

 What rules might be generalised from the situation?

 Work toward independent solutions - reflection sheet

 Cognitive homework and report back to teacher or 
social coach



Going beyond the structured 
programmes
 A strategic school where:

 Children understand and verbalise the meaning of 
metacognition (thinking about thinking)

 Develop metacognitive strategies in the classroom with focus 
on the following cognitive processes:
 Planning

 Organisation of space, time, thought

 Self regulation

 Flexibility

 Self-monitoring

 Develop metacognitive strategies in reading, reading 
comprehension, written language and maths

 Strategies across content areas



How are these infused into the 
curriculum?
 Shared vocabulary

 Plan of the day/summary of the day

 Emphasis on reflection/metacognition

 Emphasis on personal strategies - strategy of the week, 
strategy file, strategy reflection sheet, templates, star 
plan

 Questioning

 Modeling



Strategy Reflection Card

Strategy Reflection for Studying

Check of the strategies you used to study for this test:

____ Flash cards/Strategy cards  ____ Two-column notes

____  Triple Note Tote                  ____ Mapping/webbing

____  Acronyms                            ____ Discussing with a friend

____ Crazy Phrases                      ____  Other______________



Star Plan

6. CHECK !

1. What  - define  our 
goals

2.Look – at what we 
have

3. Rules4. Plan – what are our 
strategies?

5. Go !



Bright Start













Cognet

Fully embedded  in the classroom

•In the senior phase the teachers move away from ‘the 
cognet lesson’ towards cognet becoming automatic.
Internalisation allows the learners to use cognet in 
their daily lives both in school and everywhere else.

•The common vocabulary allows clear and easy 
communication between teacher and learner.

•From a practical point of view cognet integrates 
itself into the daily teaching. It is referred to in 
strategies and working processes throughout the day.



Cognet reminders 



Senior 2 Market Day



Student’s reactions
 “I never wanted to go up and do an oral in front of the class but now because of 

a feeling of challenge I do’.
 “I thort I wouldn’t make it to grade 7 but I had a goal but I had a goal to make 

it’ “My goal outside of school is to canoe to roben island”.
 “cognet helps me think fast and do my work faster in school”
 “Cognet helped me take the challenge and I have built up self estem”.
 “at school I can see changes in people using Cognet and for me its helped me in 

school but more at home in cleaning and not fighting with my mum”.



 “Ive seen lots of self development since grade 5 because of cognet”.
 “Cognet helps me to be more careful, consistent and comfortable while 

working”.
 “Cognet has helped me with my friends and games, like getting the main 

idea during convosations”.
 “I’m using cognet more automatically than I used to”.
 “Cognet hellps me oranise and plan my thorts” “it helped me to organised, 

focos on my werk and it has helped with my space and time concepts”.



Challenges

 ADHD children are impulsive, know the rules but can’t 
inhibit behaviour (Berkeley “point of performance”)

 Children with working memory deficits

 Children who respond better to extrinsic rewards

 Children with social skills deficit can be bullies (do not 
understand social cues)

 Children with specific language difficulties with poor 
receptive and expressive language



Thank you
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